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Top/Middle: A living space for the interstice of London, a room with a view. Jacopo Anthony Colarossi, [Inter 5, 2016/17]
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For Term 1, participants of the unit will work along 

two threads of enquiry: time and the line. Time is 

inescapable. It controls our everyday cycles and 

routines, both daily and over an entire life time. It 

deals with ageing, both of humans and the built 

environment. It moves at the speed of light and the 

glacial slowness of the ice caps. It is on our wrists 

and at the touch of the ‘home’ button. It is both 

natural and inorganic. It is a construct of our minds. 

And most of all time is embedded in all architectural 

endeavours. The challenge is, we can either adhere 

to this construct of time or challenge it. As Jean 

Paul-Satre said, ‘only the guy who isn’t rowing has 

time to rock the boat.’ So Inter 5 will refuse to row. 

 The line will provide cultural and physical 

contexts within a building, city, country, the world, 

the solar system and beyond. Seen as a mechanism 

a line slices through space in order to reveal the 

diversity of people, demographics, cultures and 

architectures. Inter 5 has historically explored lines 

from Regent’s Canal, a Protected View Corridor, the 

Prime Meridian and now the introduction of the 

Mason-Dixon Line. This enquiry follows in the spirit 

of the artwork of Richard Long, the philosophy of 

Gilles Deleuze, the drawings of Saul Steinberg, the 

explorations of Luc Choquer and the writings of Ian 

Sinclair. While linear in appearance, it is indeed the 

non-linearities that emerge from explorations along 

a line, the fissures, the splintering, the diversions 

that result in unexpected discoveries and something 

altogether timely and new. 

0° 00’ 05.3101” 0° 00’ 00”
In 1592, as the story goes, Galileo Galilei paced back and forth at the bottom of the Leaning Tower of Pisa, stewing in the shadows cast by its 5.5° angle and deciding 

once and for all that he was going to knock that ancient Greek farce Aristotle off his perch. Determined, he discarded his chopine footwear and ascended the 284 steps 

to the top, carrying two objects of different weight in his hands. Sweating through his linen shirt and pulling at his collar ruff he gazed down from the bell tower at the 

ground below, his beard dangling over the iron railing. Defiantly he dropped the two objects and watched how their trajectory – along a straight line – fell to the earth 

at exactly the same time. At last, Aristotle’s long held theory of gravity (that the speed at which two identically shaped objects fall is proportional to their weight) was 

obsolete. And now an emboldened Galileo understood that the line was a means to not just challenge conventional thought but to free himself of it. With this in mind, 

the unit will act upon ‘lines of flight’, those trajectories which leak from and escape the systems and machines that dictate our everyday life.

 Intermediate 5 will walk the 1851 Prime Meridian (0° 00’ 05.3101”), drive along the 1767 Mason-Dixon Line (39° 43’ 0” N, 75° 47’ 0” W) and set sail down the 

1884 International Date Line (0° 0’ 0” N, 180° 0’ 0” W). This continues the unit explorations along a colinear slice through London that unveils the diversity of the 

city’s architectures, infrastructures, cultures and inhabitants at the local scale while expanding beyond the M25 towards the global scale. With time as our guide these 

examinations will offer a series of social, technological, time-based and sometimes playfully random constraints as catalysts for generating the central aim of each unit 

project – a material architectural intervention to question the mechanisms that govern our existence.

 Synthesising urban exploration and design, students will translate ideas through two- and three-dimensional drawing, writing and physical models that 

measure time. Focusing on current social and physical contexts and technological advances, Intermediate 5’s objective is to use the fourth dimension as a line of 

demarcation within the built environment, optimistically altering our perception of everyday life by splintering the status quo into oblivion.

that explains the aim and objective of the proposal. 

As with all the output this year, time will have a 

major impact on how we draw the projects. Two key 

drawings developed during this term are the project 

diagram, which explains the entire proposal in a 

single visual material and time-based animation 

drawings depicting how time influences the work.

03
The focus of Term 3 while continuing to refine the 

architectural proposal at the scale of the building, 

students will be asked to critically evaluate the 

potential of the project zooming out to the scale of 

the city (and beyond) and panning into the scale of 

the detail to understand how certain aspects of the 

proposal works. By doing this students will be able 

to understand the ramifications and consequences 

of the thesis and project that they are proposing 

while also being able to understand and explain 

the synthesis of the everyday observations that 

permeate their project in relation to the big visionary 

ideas that they are projecting. 

 Term 3 will also be dedicated to portfolio 

development allowing students to generate a format 

that is in line with the same ideas of their project 

while also continually rehearsing their verbal 

descriptions of their thesis and work in preparation 

for the final jury and tables. As part of this students 

will be asked to have specific artefacts: a time-

based animation drawing, a project diagram (that 

explains the entire project in one single artefact), 

a clear set of architectural drawings at the scale of 

building, mappings of their project within the city 

and beyond all physical models developed during 

the year and a clear stance on the two central 

themes to the unit: the concepts of time and a line. 

 With time and the line as our foundational 

bearings the unit will set out on a series of projects 

that are neither design or research but a combination 

of the two as one singular synthesised entity. A 

a series of exercises entitled S_t_o_p + Motion + 

Animation include: WALK, MAP, TEST, DRIVE, 

CATALOGUE, BUILD and BRIEF. These tasks [as 

explained on the following pages] build one on top 

of the other to generate each student’s individual 

aims and unit project. 

 As always the city is our test bed. Urban 

explorations allow students to act as sleuths and 

collectors of the city with the aim to generate ideas 

for architectural proposals that are routed in the 

everyday. Walks along the Prime Meridian explore 

the urban and for the first time the Mason-Dixon 

Line unveils the rural allowing us to understand 

the habits and trends that are at the core of our 

everyday life from the city to the country. 

Top: Aviator Willis Heath Proctor’s aerial photo of the Mason-
Dixon Line. 
Bottom: Kyung Kuk Kang Kang’s [Inter 5 2016/17] photograph of 
line embedded in the pavement and a building demarcating the 
Prime Meridian in East India Docks, London

Term Overview

01  ‘...it is time, and only time, that make the 

new both possible and necessary.’

 – Sanford Kwinter

 

02
In Term 2 the S_t_o_p + Motion + Animation 

exercises will continue to further develop the 

architectural interventions. These will include the 

PROJECT, TIME, BREATH and GO experiments. 

Students will be asked to finalise the locale of their 

project along the Prime Meridian or Mason-Dixon 

Line and to clarify and expand on the social topic 

of their interests in relation to the programmatic 

themes within their proposal. The unit work will 

be developed at three scales: the prototypical, the 

systemic and the zooming out to the scale of the 

city and beyond. The focus will be at the scale of 

the prototypical, or the building scale working 

to the approximate scale of 1:100. Projects will be 

developed through different means of drawings and 

physical modelling, as well as written material 

1
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S_t_o_p + Motion + Animation
S_t_o_p + Motion + Animation refers to the process of the projects. S_t_o_p; 
means to observe; motion to move through the city; and animation to graphically 
present the material collected. These tasks are typically both an action (verb) 
and an object (noun). A series of exercises throughout the year will act as the 
catalysts that drive the final aim of the unit work – an architectural construct. 
Collectively, one built up on top of the other construct the unit projects. 

01 WALK  p 2

02 MAP  p 2

03 TEST  p 2

04 DRIVE  p 3

05 CATALOGUE p 3

06 BUILD  p 4

07 BRIEF  p 4-5

08 PROJECT  p 6

09 TIME  p 6

10 BREATH  p 6

11 GO   p 6 

Prime Meridian Mapping

Location: 0° 00’ 05.3101” or 0° 00’ 00”

Objective: The mapping of a topic about the Prime 

Meridian in relation to time, space and architecture  

Research: Students are to select one aspect of the 

Prime Meridian for research that interests them. 

This can range from its history and how the line 

has shifted due to technological advancement, 

the markings of the line (such as trees, benches, 

pavings, etc), cultural significance, its relationship 

to the solar system, the connection to technologies, 

its importance to navigation, exploration and 

colonisation, mathematics, tourism, etc. 

Mapping: Working at the scale of 1:35,000 each 

student will be asked map research in order to 

visually represent the material in a graphic form. 

Output

– One digital mapping at the scale of 1:35,000

– A1.2 Square – Prime Meridian Research

– If an organic material is selected it must be 

stabilised. If an inorganic material is selected it 

must be destabilised. 

– The test is to be ONE metre in length. All other 

dimensions are to be decided upon by the student. 

Proportion is key, when does something become 

too wide or high to render it not a line? 

Key Points

– Life-span: Does the material line last one day, one 

week, one month?

– Transformation: How does the material line 

transform over time and what is the active agent 

that causes this change, the weather, the material 

itself, heat, light, chemicals, use, etc? 

– A Line: What does the material line represent, a 

border, an opening, a path, a wall, a door? 

Output

– Physical model, a 1 metre line 

– A1.3 Square – Research of the Material selected and 

to be tested

Material Time-Based Testing

Location: 51° 31’ 7” N, 0° 7’ 52” W

Objective: a physical model to test material through 

time along a line

Topic: Emerging from the walk students are asked 

to select a single material that interests. This 

material be researched and investigated through a 

time-based testing exercise. This experiment will 

age throughout the term/year through an additive 

and subtractive process. The testing will explore 

not only the material, but also what it means to 

build along a line. 

Term 01

02 MAP 03 TEST

Image: A mapping for the Prime Meridian exploring 
the relationship between lunar calendars and 
technological time. Gim Kwok [Inter 5, 2016/17] 

 01 WALK
Walking the Prime Meridian – Photography + Hand Note Taking

Location: 0° 00’ 05.3101” 
Objective: Documentation of the city and the everyday through an urban walk 

Topic: The Everyday, during a two day urban immersion students will be asked 
to focus on a trend or recurring theme within the everyday fabric of the city for 
further investigation through the collection of photographic material, hand not 
taking and sketching. 

The Walk: The walk will be guided by a given set of constraints utilising the 
physical markings (benches, paving markings, trees, etc.) along the Prime 
Meridian. The constraints will prompt students to take photographs and hand-
written notes along the journey as part of the observation and documentation 
of the exercise. 

Subtopic: Material, a single physical or digital material spotted within the city 
is to be selected by each student during the walk that will be the catalyst to a 
series of time-based tests.  

Output 
From all the collected material students are to select and curate:

– 9 Images curated that depicts a trend in the city for further exploration 
– Select ONE image and complete an: 
– A1.1 Square – 2d Line Drawing of the Selected Photo

Required Project Process Output
– Diagram of Constraint System
– Contact Sheet of All Photographic Material Collected
– Hand-written notes
– Mapping of where key photographs were taken within the city
– Documentation and Mapping of where found objects were in the city

Parameters 

– Select an organic [leaves, hair, skin, tree roots, 

gum, grass, hay, etc.] or an inorganic material 

[plastics, masonry, concrete, asphalt, processed 

wood, metal, etc]. Research is to be conducted 

through physical testing as well as understanding 

the material characteristics and behaviours.

51.470000

51.480000

51.490000

51.500000

51.510000

51.520000

51.530000

51.540000

51.550000

51.560000

51.570000

51.580000

51.590000

51.600000

51.610000

51.620000

51.630000

51.640000

51.650000

51.660000

51.670000

51.680000

51.690000

51.700000

Scale: 1:2500

51.481332,-0.001550

51.484216,-0.001395

51.503050,-0.001566

51.509588,-0.001625
51.512691,-0.001634

51.531870,-0.001486

51.538606,-0.001523

51.541701,-0.002137
51.541825,-0.002002

51.585333,-0.001580

51.590637,-0.001477

51.600737,-0.001568

51.631337,-0.001466

51.634836,-0.001558

51.636364,-0.001491

51.686839,-0.001497

51.688855,-0.001596

51.700057,-0.001450
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04 DRIVE

American Road Trip along a Line

Location: 41° 50’ 13” N, 87° 41’ 5” W to 39° 43’ 20” N, 075° 47’ 19” W

Objective: Documentation of the urban and the rural through a road trip

Topic: Driving Along the Mason-Dixon Line [the , the unit will explore the 

role of boundary and demarcation on land through the collection of video 

content and spoken word and sounds within the context. 

The Drive: The drive will be guided by a set of constraints utilising the stone 

markings that are located every mile and the ‘crownstones’ that are every five 

miles along the Mason-Dixon Line [the survey line that separates Maryland, 

Pennsylvania, Delaware and West Virginia in the US. The constraints will 

prompt students to take video material, audio sounds of the context and 

spoken word that documents thoughts and observations.  

Output 

From all the collected material students are to select and curate:

– 9 moving video stills curated that depicts a trend that revolves around the 

border that focus on  the different architectures and demographics of the 

regions along the drive. 

– A line drawing that connects the 9 moving video stills into a coherent image 

– the drawing is to be made from a single line

– A1.4 Square – Documentation of the Journey along the Mason-Dixon Line 

Note: For more information on the trip see page 9

05 CATALOGUE

An analysis of an Oulipian Constraint-based Novel

Location: 51° 31’ 7” N, 0° 7’ 52” W

Objective: To understand the relationship of objects, people and their actions 

through a literary chapter.

Task: As a starting point and catalyst to constructing a project brief students 

will dissect a single chapter from Georges Perec’s novel Life a User’s Manual. 

The book is about a Parisian apartment building with the facade removed 

to reveal the inhabitants and their lives, possessions, objects and spaces 

that are  normally concealed. The book is set up through a series of complex 

constraints in which gradually reveals how the characters are interconnected. 

Each chapter focuses on an individual character in the book. Students will 

dissect a single chapter in three ways:  

Dissection

1. Spatially (physical dimensions of the space/s) 

2. The Actions of the characters in the space (mappings of their movements)

3. Catalogue the objects in the space (with line drawings)

Output

– 2D plans, sections and elevations of the space described in the chapter

– A1.5 Square – Catalogue of Objects + Actions

Term 01 [con’t] 
Top: ‘A Strip of on-demand mobility’, 
a filmic investigation on a bus in London. 
Marcus Yau [Inter 5, 2015/16] 
Bottom: A drawing of a Life A User’s Manual 
chapter that catalogues Mr. Winckler’s objects and 
actions. Alix Biehler [Inter 5, 2016/17] 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15

Traces, Textures and the Impact of Time

Inventory Mr Winckler’s 
Belongings

001

002

003

004

005

006

007

008

009

010

011

012

013

014

015

016

017

018

020 024

021

026

019 023 033

030 090080050040

029 089079049039

027 087077047037

028 088078048038

032 092082052042

031 091081051041

043

034 044

036 046

035 045

022

025

054 064

055

066

053 063 073 093

074 094

076 096

075 095

056

065

083

084

086

085

070060

069059

067057

068058

072062

071061

099

097

098

001
Table

Weight: 65kg  Location: Lounge
Size: 70x35x90  Age: --
Quantity: 1  Usage: Not often

Description: Come with extention flaps

004
Reprodution I

Weight: 20kg  Location: Lounge
Size: --         Age: -- 
Quantity: 1  Usage: --

Description: ‘‘The great Parade of the Military 
Tattoo’’ by Israel Silvestre

002
Cupboard

Weight: --  Location: Bedroom/wrkroom
Size: --        Age: intergrated with the flat 
Quantity: 2  Usage: Daily

Description: --

003
Easel

Weight: 30kg  Location: lounge
Size: 50x30x150     Age: --
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily until  
   2years before his  
   death

Description: Placed next to the window. 
Winckler would place the aquarels sent by 
Barthebooth onto it at analyse it for a week 
before transpoting it into a puzzle 

005
Bedside table

Weight: 15kg  Location: Bedroom
Size: 30x30y70       Age: -- 
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily, passive

Description: The radio, constantly turned on, is 
possitioned on it. 

006
Chairs

Weight: 15kg  Location: Lounge
Size: 50x50x110 Age: --
Quantity: 6  Usage: Not often

Description: Straw seated. Within the arrang-
ment of the flat, all placed around the table 
exept one situated by the chest

007
Work Bench

Weight: 10kg  Location: Workroom
Size: 100x50x75      Age: -- 
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily until  
   4years before his  
   death

Description: Wincker dismanteled it one mor-
ning and never used the room again.

009
Reprodution II

Weight: 15kg  Location: Lounge
Size: --         Age: -- 
Quantity: 1  Usage: --

Description: Unspecified 

008
Work table

Weight: 35kg  Location: bedroom
Size: 100x70x70     Age: --
Quantity: 1  Usage: -1944

Description: Marguerite’s table, Winckler burns 
it in 1944 , after her death in 1943 - her 
table was an eternal glory hole, alwazs sta-
cked with great amounts of useless equipment, 
piled with high with heteroclite objects, invaded 
by a tide of muddle which she had to stem 
each time before she set to work. chap 53 l. 
60

010
Mirror

Weight: 7kg  Location: Lounge
Size: 40x50x2        Age: (remains)
Quantity: 1  Usage: --

Description: Cracked roughly Y shaped into 
trhee unequal surface proportions l.90

011
Chest

Weight: 200kg  Location: Lounge
Size: 100x63x96 Age: approx 40 
Quantity: 1  Usage: Not often

Description: wooden, carved... ( more in pa-
ragraph)

012
Armchair I

Weight: 30kg  Location: Bedroom
Size: 80x76x75       Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: now and then,  
   daily in the last year 

Description: Furniture positioned next to the 
window (window looks out to the street) - 
also situated next to the bed - l. 267 and 
283

013
shelf stack 

Weight: 5kg  Location: bedroom
Size: 140x30x5    Age: --
Quantity: 5  Usage: -1944

Description: collapsing under the wieght of 
unstored books
014
Engraving

Weight: 20kg  Location: Bedroom
Size: --         Age: -- 
Quantity: 1  Usage: --

Description: Represents three men in evening 
dress

015
Coatstand

Weight: 70kg  Location: Lounge
Size: 140x200x70 Age: (remains)
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily then   
   obsolete

Description: Wrought iron. Situated behind 
the door, next to the mirror, the element is 
activated upon Wincker’s exits to go to the 
park or to Riri’s although becomes obsolete by 
the last year of Winclers life as he no longer 
goes out. 

019
Ring

Weight: 0.02kg  Location: workroom,  
   lounge then cupboard
Size: 3x3x1  Age: (remains)
Quantity: 30  Usage: produced then  
   obsolete

Description: Full desc. Line 100 -130

023
cousions

Weight: 0.01kg  Location: lounge 
Size: 5x5x1  Age: temporary
Quantity: 30  Usage: once

Description: Black Satin

020
Wine and Spirits

Weight: 0.1kg  Location: lounge 
Size: 10x10x28  Age: --
Quantity: 1  Usage: not often

Description: only briefly mentioned. Given as a 
present by Barthebooth, a couple every year. 

021
Le jouet Français

Weight: ---  Location: Lounge 
Size: --     Age: (some remain)
Quantity: --  Usage: Monthly &  
   post mortum

Description: Winclker was a life long subscriber 
the the magazine, and continued recieving it 
until a couple monthes after his death

022
Post card

Weight: 0.0001kg Location: Lounge 
Size: 5x7x0.1   Age: (remain)
Quantity: 1  Usage: --

Description: showing anincontrovertible Jape-
nese woman athlete holding a flaming torch at 
arms length l. 91 -92

027
Presentation boxes

Weight: 0.05kg  Location: lounge 
Size: 5x5x1.5  Age: temporary
Quantity: 30  Usage: once

Description: --

024
Tools and equipment 

Weight: ---  Location: Workroom 
Size: Various     Age: (some remains)
Quantity: --  Usage: Daily until  
   4years before his  
   death

Description: Packed them up one morning and 
never worked again. The collection contains a 
kettle, files and a jigsaw. 

028
Books

Weight: ---  Location: Workroom 
Size: Various     Age: (some remain)
Quantity: --  Usage: --

Description: Sujested as emotional valueble to 
Winckler 

025
Faded flowers of the field

Weight: ---  Location: Lounge 
Size: --     Age: (remain)
Quantity: --  Usage: --

Description: --

026
Puzzle

Weight: 0.3kg  Location: workroom 
Size: 21x7x1   Age: 30+
Quantity: 480  Usage: 2m x 20y

Description: finished series in 1995 / signed 
contract for authenticity

030
Little wooden toys

Weight: 0.3kg  Location: workroom 
Size: 8x5x3   Age: (remain)
Quantity: --  Usage: Made at spe 
   cific intervals in time

Description: Cubes for children very simple 
ones with designs copied from his albums of 
popular Epinal prints which he colored in with 
tined inks l. 99 -100 // more linea 160 to 
170 - last objects he made

029
Coke bottle

Weight: 0.0005kg Location: Lounge 
Size: 5x5x8   Age: (remain)
Quantity: 1  Usage: --

Description: --

031
magnifing glass

Weight: 2kg  Location: workroom/ 
   bedroom
Size: 20x5x2       Age:  
Quantity: 2 Usage: Daily

Description: One would be used by Winckler 
to analyse the Barthlebooth aquarelles the 
other one belonged to his wife Marguerite.

039
Cake box

Weight: 2kg  Location: Lounge 
Size: 14x14x5   Age: (remain)
Quantity: 1  Usage: --

Description: opened, still keeping its false raffia 
string and its legand «aux délices de Louis 
XV, Pasterycooks and Candymakers since 
1742» forming a fine ovel shape surroun-
ded by a garland and flanked by four puffy 
cheecked putti l. 84-88

040
Albums of popular Epinal prints

Weight: 0.1kg  Location: workroom 
Size: 21x30x1.2 Age: (remain)
Quantity: --  Usage: --

Description: part of his book and magazine 
collection. used them as insperation and refe-
rence for his designs.

041
Backing board

Weight: 0.05kg  Location: workroom
Size: 20x20x1   Age:  
Quantity: 480  Usage: 2m x 20y

Description: Popular ply wood used to 
construct his puzzles

042
linen cloth

Weight: 0.001kg Location: workroom
Size: 40x40x0.2   Age:  
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily

Description: Wincler cleans his desk after 
each end of puzzle making - also empies the 
ashtray

043
Notebooks

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: Daily

Description: --

044
Stamps

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

045
Ink stand

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily

Description: Heavy cut glass

046
Paper weight

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: 3x5x10    Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily

Description: Onzx

047
Decanter

Weight: 0.08kg  Location: lounge 
Size: 20x20x30  Age: --
Quantity:1  Usage: not often

Description: Contains Brandy

048
Advertising bumphs

Weight: ---  Location: Lounge 
Size: Various     Age: post mortum
Quantity: --  Usage: obsolete

Description: Distibuted by students - proclai-
ming the benefit of a new tooth paste or of-
fering twenty five centimes’ reduction to every 
buyer of three packets of washing poeder
l. 76 -78

052
Ashtray

Weight: 0.01kg  Location: workroom
Size: 10X10X10   Age:  
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily

Description: Large pearl oyster shell in which 
apple cores were piled high amongst the long 
stub of cigarettes Chap 44 l. 190

053
Medicine

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

049
Whiches mirror

Weight: 1kg  Location: workroom 
Size: 5x4x1  Age: (remain)
Quantity: --  Usage: --

Description: concave mirrors with crafted woo-
den moldings - l.140 - 150

050
Gouache

Weight: --  Location: lounge
Size: A4       Age: -1944 
Quantity: multiple Usage: 

Description: Pieces done by Margerite, his wife 

051
blank sheets

Weight: 0.001kg Location: workroom
Size: 20x20x0.1   Age:  
Quantity: 960  Usage: 2m x 20y

Description: 2 types. Trace paper to draw out 
the cutting lines creating the different pieces of 
the puzzles and fine paper intended to make 
the later reseparation of the reconstructed 
watercolor from the pywood easier. Chap. 44 
l.151

058
Gitane Cigarettes

Weight: 0.005  Location: workroom
Size: 5y7x3    Age:  
Quantity: many  Usage: Daily

Description: Yellow paper, Wincler half smokes 
them and never relits.

054
Loose leaves

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

055
Quill boxes

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: Sometimes

Description: Green and black box of 100 
Republic quills n.705 by Gilbert and Blan-
zy-Poureand the beige and brown box of 144 
rounded quills n.394 by Baignol and Farjon

056
Bowls

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: 5x5x10    Age: -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: Sometimes

Description: Little hemispherical  somewhat 
similar to those used as eyebaths ( or for 
cooking snails) in which she mixed her colors

057
Glasspaper

Weight: 0.001kg Location: workroom
Size: 15x15x0.2   Age:  
Quantity: many  Usage: 2m x 20y

Description: --

059
Money

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: 
Quantity: --  Usage: --

Description: --

060
Pages pulled out of writing pads

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

061
Paperknife

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Sometimes

Description: Horn handled

062
Assay dish

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: 5x7x3    Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Sometimes

Description: silver plated whose two sections 
were always filledwith salted pistachios one the 
one side and violet sweets on the other
063
Walking stick

Weight: 0.5kg  Location: lounge
Size: 3x3x110  Age: last years of life
Quantity: 1  Usage: --

Description: suposibly was kept next to the 
coststand. Takes it at the end on his long 
walks - l. 175

064
Palette

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: sometimes

Description: Ivory. Marguerite prepairs her 
paints on it

065
Photgraphs

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: --

Description: --

068
Cardboard Venitian box

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: sometimes

Description: Decorated with embossed scallope

066
Letter scale

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

067
Chamois leather

Weight: 0.001kg Location: workroom
Size: 40x40x0.2   Age:  
Quantity: 1  Usage: 2m x 20y

Description: --

069
Compas

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: --

Description: --
070
Diaries

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: Daily

Description: --
071
Rubbers

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

077
Box

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: small    Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Sometimes

Description: With paper clips and and drawing 
pins

072
Suit

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --   Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Sometimes

Description: Woman suit. Grey. Margerite’s 
outfit when she met Gaspard in a cafe in 
Marseille. Worn with a black oilskin fastened 
at the waist by a broad belt

073
cimema ticket

Weight: --  Location:--
Size: --  Age: --
Quantity: 1  Usage: once

Description: last time he goes to the cinema - 
green Pastures, at the Palais de Chaillot

074
Shoe box

Weight: --  Location: Cupboard
Size: 40x15x10  Age: --
Quantity: 1  Usage: --

Description: contains all the labels 

076
Quill-stand

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily

Description: --

075
Quill-stand

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  
Quantity: --  Usage: Daily until 4  
   years befor his death

Description: --

078
Chess set

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --   Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

079
New papers

Weight: --  Location:--
Size: --  Age: --
Quantity: 45x369 Usage: Daily

Description: different kind, would have brought 
them back from riri’s on rue jardin l. 196

080
Radio

Weight: --  Location: Bedroom
Size: 10x15x5  Age: --
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily

Description: positioned on the bed side table, 
on all the time l. 269

083
Flowers

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: --

Description: everlasting in it’s Kirby Beard 
soliflor

082
Matchboxes

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  -1944
Quantity: --   Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

081
Shopping bag

Weight: --  Location: lounge
Size: --        Age: --
Quantity: 10  Usage: 

Description: --

018
Armchair II

Weight: 52kg  Location: bedroom
Size: 60x80x70    Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily

Description: low backed, black leather seated, 
english style in which M. sat in

016
Ceiling fixature

Weight: 50kg  Location: Lounge
Size: 60x60x30  Age: -- 
Quantity: 1  Usage: Not often

Description: Gives poor light to the room

017
Bed

Weight: 70kg  Location: Bedroom
Size: 140x200x70 Age: -- 
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily

Description: Perec sujestes that the bed was 
not used often by the end of Winckler’s life 
as he didnt sleep anymore. l. 280. Wincler 
also sits on one of the corners when Valene 
could come visit him. 

032
black boxes

Weight: 0.01kg  Location: workroom
Size: 22x22x5   Age:  
Quantity: 480  Usage: 2m x 20y

Description: cealed, with grey ribbon and 
rectagular label ( «PORT SAID (EGYPT) 
31 DECEMBRE 1953»). Containing each a 
puzzle and then sent to Smuth Chap 44 l. 
170 - 175

033
Scissors

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

034
Press cuttings

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: --

Description: --

035
Bed spread

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --   Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Sometimes

Description: Mauve, placed on the bed

038
China Pot

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: 10x10x10   Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily

Description: Blue with all its crayons

036
Glasses

Weight: 0.05kg  Location: lounge 
Size: 10x10x14  Age: --
Quantity: 3  Usage: not often

Description: small. descibed as glasses to 
drink brandy. Possibly comes in a set with a 
decanter

037
Files

Weight: ---  Location: Workroom 
Size: Various     Age: (remains)
Quantity: --  Usage: Daily until  
   4years before his  
   death

Description: --

095
Bottles

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

094
Food

Weight: --  Location: lounge
Size: --        Age: --
Quantity: --  Usage: 

Description: --

096
Keys

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age: --
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily

Description: Linked together on a little chain

098
Ruler

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: 15x3x1    Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Sometimes

Description: Yellow and wooden

099
Tin

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: 20x10x10    Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Sometimes

Description: Marked ‘‘CURIOUSLY STRONG 
ALTOIDS PEPPERMINT OIL’’

097
Tubes

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  -1944
Quantity: --   Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

087
Nail file

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: small    Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

093
Athletic cigarettes

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: 8x5x3    Age: -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: Daily

Description: Decorated with the sprinter in 
the blue and white stiped vest sporting a red 
number 39 tag crossing the finishing line far 
ahead of the others chap. 53 l.74-76

092
Cups

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  -1944
Quantity: --   Usage: Sometimes

Description: --

084
Labels

Weight: --  Location: Cupboard
Size: --  Age: --
Quantity: --  Usage: --

Description: kept in the shoe box. Winckler 
adtempted to order them as once of his last 
activites during his last year - was never sa

-

tisfied l. 240 - 260

085
Kettle

Weight: ---  Location: Workroom 
Size: 15x15x20     Age: --
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily until  
   2years before his  
   death

Description: Used to make different glues for 
his puzzles

086
Glasses

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily

Description: --

088
florentine brooch

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --   Age: -1944
Quantity: 1  Usage: Sometimes

Description: Winckler’s present to his wife 

089
Cloths

Weight: --  Location:--
Size: --  Age: --
Quantity: 4  Usage: daily during 
   last year 

Description: pyjamas trousers , sleeveless red 
cotton vest, indoor jacket of soft flannel and a 
polka dot scarf - l. 237

090
Jigsaw

Weight: ---  Location: Workroom 
Size: 15x5x20     Age: --
Quantity: 1  Usage: Daily until 

 

   2years before his 

 

   death

Description: --

091
Letters

Weight: --  Location: bedroom
Size: --    Age:  -1944
Quantity: --  Usage: sometimes

Description: --
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06 BUILD
A Spatial Time-Piece 

Location: 51° 31’ 7” N, 0° 7’ 52” W + 50° 47’ 31.2” N, 2° 40’ 44.4” W

Objective: The construction of a one-to-one physical model that is both spatial 

while also mapping time. 

The fourth dimension [time] has been an integral concept in architecture since 

its conception and crystallised in discourse with Siegfried Giedion’s seminal 

book Space, Time and Architecture: The Growth of a New Tradition. Time can be 

measured. It can been seen. It dictates our everyday life. Time is not only seen 

here as the micro of seconds or even milliseconds, but also in the macro, that of 

calendars and eons. Finally and most importantly, time is seen as a constraint. 

This system of durational constraints sets up a framework in which our daily 

lives are coordinated by the natural [sunrise, sunset, the star system, the seasons, 

etc.] and the technological [clocks, alarms, tracking devices, date stamps, etc]. 

However, like every rule-based system there are glitches in the machine, which 

need constant reconfiguration and patch-fixes such as the leap year and the leap 

second to ensure that the system continues to run smoothly. Therefore, these 

spatial time-pieces – physical one-to-one models – will not only attempt to map 

time onto space but also to challenge time as a construct. 

The previous Term 1 exercises will act as design constraints: 

A. SOCIAL: 1 Photo (from the 9) from the WALK project 

B. LOCALE: the Prime Meridian Mapping from the MAP exercise

C. MATERIAL: 1 metre long material line from the TEST portion of the term 

D. USE: the material from the Life a User’s Manual CATALOGUE exercise 

E. TIME: an analysis of an art, filmic or literary work that explores time

Together these will not only form the design brief for the Spatial Time-Piece 

model, but will also be the basis in which the unit projects will emerge. This 

work will take place an the AA and in Hooke Park

Output

– A one-to-one physical model 

– All drawings completed during the design process as well as fabrication 

drawings

– A1.6 Square – Art / Literature / Film Research + Drawing

– A1.7 Square – Time Piece Precedent Research

07 BRIEF
The Construction of a Project Brief

Location: 51° 31’ 7” N, 0° 7’ 52” W

Objective: Continued development of each individual project brief 

A critical aspect of Inter 5 is that students construct their own project brief. 

This consists of constraints in which students are interested in working with 

and exploring. ONE: first and foremost these objectives are social. If we are not 

socially conscience and active in our pursuits then there is no reason to act. 

Term 01 [con’t] 

Images (Clockwise from Top Left): 
1. ‘Protocols of communication lay-over city.’ An 
embedded and concealed speaker. Janos Bergob-
Sowicz [Inter 5 2016/17]
2. Egg House, Dai Haifei. Beijing, 2010. 
3. The Collapse of Time, John Hedjuk. Constructed 
in 1986 at the Architectural Association, London. 
4. ‘Warped Recesses, Studies in malleable sand as a 
material for collective building. Yoav Caspi 
[Inter 5 2016/17]
5. Mechanical Bodyfan, Rebecca Horn. 1973-4. 
6. ‘Moonday: a 708 hours day,’ a time-base model 
showing life on the moon. Alix Biehler, [Inter 
52017/17]
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Being ‘social’ can work on many scales: from the extreme [i.e. of working on 

the London housing crisis or Brexit]; or to the banal [i.e. of disrupting our 

routine through architectural intervention]. TWO: location. The selection of 

a scenario in both concept and locale that allows one to place a project in 

the material world and to have it respond to a context. This year for Inter 

5 it must be situation either along the Prime Meridian or the Mason-Dixon 

Line. THREE: focuses on the type of person, group of people and demographic 

who will inhabit and use the architectural spaces you are creating. FOUR: 

announces the type of spaces and what the use of them will be, as well as the 

materiality of the object that you plan to design. FIVE: is the understanding 

of time within your architectural construct, for when is it being proposed, 

now, in the future or both.

Equipped with the material collected and developed throughout Term 1 the 

project brief at the conclusion of the term will continue and emerge into the 

final architectural proposal. Students are encouraged to challenge the status 

quo of the architectural constraint such as ‘site’ by questioning its need 

altogether [i.e. to have no site] or to rethink ‘programme’ by challenging given 

typologies such as fixed use as ‘school’ or ‘factory’, etc. The brief is seen as 

the document that provides the tools to challenge the architectural status quo. 

Whatever the intentions, the brief is seen as 
the student’s platform to voice and explore 
their interests in architecture during the 
year within the unit and beyond. 

Output

– 300 word text with graphics and images to support the brief. The 300 words 

are to be broken down into the following 100 word sections: 

1. Thesis Statement

– A statement about the social agenda that you aim to work on. It should focus 

on the theoretical and  be global in its content.

2. Locale of Testing

– A statement that explains the reason for the location you have chosen to test 

your theoretical ideas (whether in London or beyond) and why this is the best 

location for your particular interests. Therefore, this can be seen more as the 

local aspect of the text while becoming more specific by providing context. 

3. Architectural Aims

– This should be a statement and how and what type of architecture(s) you 

are planning to test your ideas with. It can be a material strategy, a concept 

of the architecture being temporary (or permanent), of having mobility, based 

around concepts of circulation, constructing a new settlement, etc.

– A1.8 Square – Research on the Social Issue being Addressed

Importance of Time

Within all three of these sections time should be apparent within the text. It is 

the thread that links everything together within the unit work. How does time 

impact your thesis statement? How does time influence why you selected the 

locale for testing? How does time drive architectural ideas and interventions?

Term 01 [con’t] 

Top/Middle: A living space for the interstice of London, a room with a view. 
Jacopo Anthony Colarossi, [Inter 5, 2016/17]

Bottom: ‘Visual hologram transformations London into a Digital Scrapyard,’ 
Nathalie Grace Reifschneider [Inter 5, 2015/16]
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08 PROJECT
The Project Diagram

Location: 51° 31’ 7” N, 0° 7’ 52” W

Objective: How do you explain your entire project 

in a single drawing? 

A key drawing for Inter 5 and running in parallel 

to the 300 word brief text this diagram acts as 

an all-encompassing explanation of your project. 

To be worked on repeatedly throughout Term 

2 and 3 it allows students to continually reflect 

and rethink their work in order to crystallise the 

most important and critical elements within the 

project. It should include the five key elements 

of a proposal: why, where, when, who and what. 

Students are to decide the best way to express their 

ideas in visual form. It should be a composite-like 

image that has drawings, photographs, diagrams, 

text, notations, etc. Format, drawing technique, 

2D or 3D, paper size and type, colour or black and 

white are all decisions that are for the student to  

decide what best represents their work and ideas. 

Output

– One drawing that clearly explains the entire 

project aims both theoretically and architecturally. 

09 TIME

Time-based Animation Drawings

Location: 51° 31’ 7” N, 0° 7’ 52” W

Objective: How do you explain how time effects 

architecture in a sequential set of drawings? 

As the unit deals with time as a critical element 

of enquiry it is important to develop a set of 

drawings that explains how time is being utilised 

within each project. Based on the concept of the 

filmic story board these drawings are to depict 

the movement of architecture or users, the ageing 

of material, the actions of inhabitants, and 

the communications between people and each 

other and people and architecture. Within this 

architecture is not seen as a passive backdrop but 

as an active participant. 

OuLiPians are ‘rats who build the labyrinth from 

which they will try to escape.’ For this one day 

workshop we will building textual labyrinths and 

become rats. These exercises are to be light and 

playful and to have students and tutors engage in 

some witty, creative and sometimes embarrassing 

acts of writing. 

See Workshops on Page 8

11 GO...

The Project and a Voice Emerges

Location: 51° 31’ 7” N, 0° 7’ 52” W

Objective: To walk, run and drive the project to 

its limits 

With the S_t_o_p + Motion + Animation projects 

complete students are now in possession of all the 

actions (verb) and an objects (noun) required to 

further develop their architectural proposal... 

...But more importantly 
– much much more – 
participants of Inter 5 
have now found their 
voice, what they stand 
for, where they position 
themselves, when they 
are to act, who they align 
themselves with and 
against and why they are 
challenging the status 
quo..

Output

– One set of time-based drawings to be read over a 

interval sequence. 

– Each panel in the sequence is to represent a 

measure of time.  

– Students are to decide on the interval sequence: 

does each panel represent 1 minute, 1 hour, 24 

hours? How many panels are required? Is it the 

cycle of the day, the year or 100 years?

– A1.9 Square – Framework and Setting Out Plan for 

sequence 

10 BREATH

A Journey in Search of Distance from the Project

Location: 48° 51’ 24.12” N, 2° 21’ 2.88” E

Objective: To step outside the bubble of the unit 

and project to gain a new perspective on the work.

During the year it is important to take a breath 

and get some distance from the project. This will 

take the form of a trip to another line in Europe as 

well as a fun and playful constraint-based writing 

workshop. 

An Excursion

A walk along the Paris Meridian. In 1994 the 

artist Jan Dibbets placed 135 bronze medallions 

along the Paris Meridian as a tribute to the French 

scientist François Arago who was part of the 

team that completed the survey of the line. These 

medallions, with Arago’s name embossed on 

them, are located throughout the city and within 

buildings (such as the Louvre). Using these as 

our guide we will explore Paris from the Royal 

Observatory to Sacré-Cœur.  In addition to this 

walk we will journey away from Paris for the day 

and visit to the Les Turbulences, Frac Centre in 

Orléans, France. 

For Further information see the section about Unit 

Trips on Page 9

Writing with Constraints

Following the words of Raymond Queneau, 

the co-founder of the OuLiPo group cofounder, 

Term 02

Image: ‘Thirty years (of architecture) slowly go by’, 
Paolo Pisano [Inter 5, 2015/16]. Recipient of a RIBA 
Bronze Medal Commendation, 2016. 
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Term 03
Buckminster Fuller was with the intention of improving society through design 

and technology and his influence reached architects all over the world and 

especially to a young Cedric Price whose body of work includes hard hat turbans 

for Sikhs working in construction, 24-hour homes, a mobile architecture school, 

an aviary, a Fun Palace, a Thinkbelt and an Interactive Centre. Continuing 

this legacy, Intermediate 5 will attempt to come at a project with a different 

set of constraints that could emerge a response that addresses social issues 

and objectives instead of self-referential architectural types, methods and 

terminology. 

 As seen on these pages Inter 5 projects start with a socially conscience 

issue that interests and inspires the student to address through architectural 

construct with previous examples including:

Images [Clockwise from Top Left] 
1. Metropolitan (oasis) relinquishment, is your goal. Embrace this architecture, they stole. Francesco Catemario di Quadri [Inter 5, 2015/16]

2. A living space for the interstice of London, a room with a view. Jacopo Anthony Colarossi, [Inter 5, 2016/17]
3. Architecture is shared between nations in Antartica. Claim #5: NO CLAIM. Younseo Song, [Inter 5, 2016/17]

4. A Big house for pleasure. Yu-hsiang Wang, [Inter 5, 2015/16]
5. (transgressing any gap via play)))). Samuel Ramnek Petri, [Inter 5, 2014/15]

6. To make a communal meal Add a dash of dialogue. Jacek Rewinski, Inter 5 [2014/15]

The house is the junction of: 
dreams
illusions
death
[...]

conflicts 
confrontations 

movement 
penetration 

walls
[...] 

transparencies 
transcendence 
the horizon 

infinity.

Raimund Abraham - The Elements Of  The House

– The issues of waste and vacant buildings in the city when land is at such a 

premium, squatting is illegal and homeless rates skyrocket 

– The current housing market and how it prices out Londoners from the property 

ladder, taking on Sadiq Kahn’s mantra of building 90,000 new homes by 20/21 

– How the 2016 Investigatory Powers Act implemented by the UK government 

allows for the surveillance of all citizens 

– How the overworked urban inhabitant lacks play space in the city and how 

this can be addressed in a Post-Work culture 

– The effects of Brexit and the Trump vote on society and space to create a place 

in the world that has no borders, no walls and no nations 

– The effects that mobile devices are having on the Millennials Generation and 

Generation Z leading to mental health issues

– An investigation into how the extinction of bees means the extinction of 

humans, and how architecture can potentially address this.

Continue this pursuit the unit does not only aim to provide solutions to these 

issues but to radically rethink how with live, work, play, eat, sleep and experience 

the city through architectural intervention. 

 

It is important to understand that while Fuller and Price are figures the unit 

looks towards for inspiration in their approach, their aesthetic is not something 

we try and copy for a very simple reason: their vision was for their, our vision 

must be of our time. We will look at architect and art practices such as Diller 

+ Scofidio, François Roche and R&Sie(n), Minimaforms, Herzog & de Mueron, 

SANAA, Snøhetta’s, Block Research Group, ASSEMBLE, Michael Hansmeyer 

and many more to make sure the conversation we are having is situated in 2016 

while we project beyond to our future built environment. 
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Unit Ouput
Intermediate 5 works in many different media throughout the course of the year related to each specific project. The unit does not prescribe to a particular style of 

drawing or model making but provides a framework that allows students to find their own style through visual representation. Each exercise will have a focused 

drawing or physical modelling technique that is tailored to the specific task. Photography, video, text, 2- and 3D drawing, physical and computational model 

making, collage, rendering, etc are all skills that can be used for the final portfolio.

Inter 5 provides a space to challenge the conventional means 
of presenting work both visually and verbally

 

Students will be provided with a loose framework with prompts in terms of paper size and content as a catalyst to develop their own method of visually presenting 

their project. Visual material is an outlet for students to test their intuitions, indulge in an aesthetic that excites them and has the capacity to become a mechanism 

where one’s personality really shines through. 

A0 Square Set 

Throughout Term 1 and 2 and aligned with many of the Stop Motion Animation exercises students will be asked to develop a series of research and design 

documents that provide the base layer of information and process that underpins the individual unit projects. Individually these summarise the thought process 

during each singular exercise. Collectively they map the larger odyssey of a year-long project. Foundational in nature, they provide student’s with the structural 

footings in which their projects are built upon. 

Design Drawings

The aim of the unit design drawings is to develop the project at three scales:

 1. Prototypical Scale – Building

 2. Urban Scale - The System 

 3. Material Scale – The Details 

Plans, site plans, mappings, sections, elevantions, axonometrics, renders are all part of the available pallette of drawings types to work with

Physical Models

Two physical models are required during the year: the 1 metre line material line model and the Spatial Time-piece. Please see page X and X for more information. 

Students are encourage to work in physical model form at other moments during the project’s life as required. 

Additional Drawings Types

Project Diagram Drawing

A single drawing/diagram that explains your entire project. It should be a composite-like drawing that has drawings, images [photographs], diagrams, text, titles, 

etc. If of course you feel for your individual project this can be done in line drawing then that is OK too. The urban issues you are challenging or providing an 

alternative to should be depicted. The architectural intention, construction sequence, materiality, etc. can be conveyed. Aspects of the time-based quality of the 

project should expressed. The idea of prototypical nature of the work are to be thought about. See page 6 for more information

Time-based Animation Drawing

As the unit projects deal with time it is critical to develop a set of drawings that explains this element. The unit as been developing filmic quality drawings that 

depict the movement of people, surroundings, architectures, etc. in order to achieve this aspect of the work in visual and graphic form. 

Process Documentation 

Data-Mining Booklets

Each week three articles on three topics are to be collected. The three topics are: social trend [the current social issue of interest], time [aspects of time you are 

interested in related to material, technology, architecture, etc] and locale [site/s that have piqued your interest to work within]. For each topic there are three types 

of article: current [2000-onwards], historical [pre-2000] and physical [the topic in how it relates to something in the material world]. This means that a total of nice 

articles are collected each week and kept in a search book that allows students to begin informed about the topics they are working on. At the start of the process 

these articles will be more general and global, but as the year progresses these will become more specific, precise and local. The material can be found online, in 

current newspapers and journals, documentaries, film, TV, from the library, etc. 

Process Mini-Portfolios of Term 1 Stop Motion Animation Projects

Booklets and documentation of all observation projects in Term 1 and 2 are important to put together in a considered portfolio style booklet that explains the entire 

process of the project.

Workshops
Students will be exposed to two different types of workshops throughout the 

course of the year. These will focus on constraint-based urban explorations, 

portfolio development and physical and material model making and testing. 

Each will be organised and overseen by a one of the course staff or invited guests 

and will take place in Term 1 and Term 2. 

Portfolio Workshop

A series of workshops in Term 1 and Term 2 that will have two main focuses. First 

on how to clearly compile and present work from small projects such as the early 

observation and design projects in Term 1. Second, an intensive review of all 

material generated throughout the year with the aim to map out a plan of what 

the final portfolio will result in: its format, medium(s), presentation methods 

both verbally and visually, etc. 

Physical Model Testing Workshop

A series of workshops in Term 1 and Term 2 both at the AA and in Hooke Park. 

A first workshop will be part of the BUILD: Spatial Time-piece project. A second 

workshop will focus on a series of working prototypes that test a specific 

material strategy and behaviour that has been chosen as a key component to 

the architectural project that is aligned with the Technical Studies project for 3rd 

Year Students while also instrumental for 2nd Year students to understand scale 

and materiality. 

Top: Alix Biehler [Inter 5 2016/17] presents 
her project at final tables through projection. 
Architectural Association, London, June 2017. 
Bottom: Sofia Belenky [Inter 5 2016/17] and her 
band of counterfeiters maraud in the forests of 
Hooke Park, Dorset, March 2017.
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Technical Studies

American Road Trip
In support of the unit theme of exploring the line we will set out on a good old 

fashioned American Road Trip! The main focus of this will be a drive along the 

Mason-Dixon line that separates four American states – Pennsylvania, Maryland, 

Delaware and West Virginia. The line was originally commissioned as part of a 

land dispute between the Calverts and Charles II in the 1600s. Charles Mason and 

Jeremiah Dixon thus set out to triangulate and map a line to resolve the squabble. 

Culturally the line represents a much darker Civil War era demarcation between 

North and South, anti-slavery and pro-slavery, the Confederate and Union states 

– issues that still reverberate through American society today. Following the 

crownstones that physically mark the line we will explore small towns, general 

stores, diners, BBQ joints while realising the arbitrariness of mapping a line onto 

topographical earth. 

 The aim of this journey is two-fold: first, it will provide students with 

an alternative locale (to the Prime Meridian) to site their projects; and second, it 

will supply a different lens and backdrop that will influence the work no matter 

where the projects are located. 

The Journey 

Departure Point | Chicago, IL, the trip will start in the Windy City where we can 

visit projects such as Mies van de Rohe’s IIT Campus, OMA’s McCormick Tribune 

Campus Centre, Aqua Tower, the Robie House by Frank Lloyd Wright, The 

Rookery, the Carson Pirie Scott and Co. Building by Louis Sullivan, etc. Potential 

other destinations can be office visits such as Studio Gang and the currently 

running Chicago Architecture Biennale | Stop 1 | Columbus, IN, the location of 

architectural projects by Eero Saarinen, IM Pei, Robert Venturi, SOM and Richard 

Meier | Stop 2 | Columbus, OH, home to the The Ohio State University and the 

Austin E. Knowlton School of Architecture building by Mack Scogin Merrill Elam 

Architects, which we can tour the school, as well as the Columbus Convention 

Centre and The Wexner Centre for the Arts both by Peter Eisenman | Stop 3 | 

Fallingwater by Frank Lloyd Wright | Stop 4 | The Mason-Dixon Line | Arrival | 

The unit’s choice between Philadelphia or Washington DC.

Paris + Orléans
As part of the BREATH exercise we will walk through the streets that Georges 

Perec drifted through, explore the arcades that Walter Benjamin wrote about, 

and map the Paris Meridian line that runs through the city. This time line is 

marked by a series of bronze medallions inlaid by the artist Jan Dibbets as a 

tribute to François Arago. 

 During the stay in Paris we will take a day trip to  Orléans, France and 

Les Turbulences, Frac Centre, and see its amazing collection of architectural 

models and drawings from the 1950s, 60s and 70s. Students will be asked to 

select models and drawings for inspiration and precedents for their own work.

 In addition to this the unit can visit museums such as the Centre Georges 

Pompidou, Musée des Arts et Métiers or the Palais de Tokyo and great works of 

architecture such as Notre Dame Cathedral and Opera Garnier, Parc de la Villette 

by Bernard Tschumi, the Communist Party Headquarters by Oscar Niemeyer and 

temporary exhibits and events as decided upon by the unit. 

Hooke Park
In Term 1, as a proposed workshop, the unit will shift to Hooke Park for isolation, 

great food, amazing bread and focus in the forests of Dorset for a week-long 

model building effort as part of the BUILD exercise resulting in the one-to-one 

Spatial Time Piece. This will allow for more space and intensive work on the 

model which will continue with further development back at the AA. 

 In Term 2, there is a proposed second trip back to Hooke Park where the 

focus will be on model testing and experimentation leading up the Technical 

Studies preview juries. This second trip will be a unit decision.

Unit Trips

Images (From top to bottom): 
1. Route 66 [photo by ©Arthur Newberg]

2. Arago Medallion by Jan Dibbets [photo by R. Dillon]
3. Younseo Song [2016/17 Inter 5] working at Hooke Park

A conceptual idea, no matter how strong, does 

not amount to much without application to the 

material world. A strong theoretical position can 

only stand its ground when it manifests in a 

physical proposition. Therefore, Inter 5 works in 

concert with Technical Studies focusing on how 

to materialise a specific component within the 

overall project. 

From working with salt as a building material, 

creating architecture so light that it can float 

into the sky, the idea of conceiving of travelator 

platforms that allow people to walk at the speed 

of a moving train, and how one can move a canal 

boat home up a hill to building a habitation 

device for survival on the moon, designing 

buoyant spaces that move with the flow of water, 

utilising sand as a malleable material to place 

making of architecture into the hands of the 

user and creating devices for stealth and secret 

communication are just some of the inventive 

possibilities that the unit has explored and what 

a technical project can be when left up to the 

endless imagination of the student. 

The TS project is not 
seen as something that 

limits 
the potential of the 

unit project but rather 
as a mechanism to 

make it more radical
.   

 As with the unit project ‘time’ should 

have implications for the TS projects. All 

architectures are effected by time, from the 

overall life-span of a building, to the decay of 

materials, adaptability, transformation, user 

movement through space, the imprint of external 

environments, etc. All of these are possible 

avenues of research for the Technical Studies 

project in Intermediate 5.
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Continuting the Inter 5 ethos we will work as a collective bringing together 

teachers from different backgrounds to enchance the work in a way that allows 

all participants to convene and brainstorm ideas and talk about architecture. 

Those involved this year are:

Unit Masters

Ryan Dillon
Ryan is a graduate of Syracuse University and the AA’s Histories and Theories 

programme. He has been Unit Master of Intermediate 5 since 2013 and also 

teaches in in both the History & Theory programme and the AA DRL, where 

he serves as Programme Coordinator. In 2016 he became of member of the 

AA Teaching Committee and also serves on the AA Search Committee for the 

New School Director. He has also taught at the University of Brighton and has 

previously worked at Moshe Safdie Architects on projects such as the Khalsa 

Heritage Complex and the Peabody Essex Museum.

David Greene
David, born Nottingham England 1937, usual English provincial suburban 

upbringing, art school, elected associate member of the RIBA and onto London to 

begin a nervous, nomadic and twitchy career, from big buildings for developers 

to T-shirts and shops for Paul Smith, to conceptual speculations for Archigram, 

which he founded with Peter Cook. This peripatetic journey from form to 

absence was document- ed in L.A.W.u.N Project #19+20, a book-thing and an 

AA exhibition, co-edited and co-curated with Samantha Hardingham. RIBA Gold 

Medal 2002. Joint Annie Spinks Award with Peter Cook (2002). Currently maybe 

the Provost of the Invisible University?

PeopleImages (From top to bottom):
1. Suspended moments of everyday life where 

time is measured objectively until one reaches 
a warped recess. Yoav Caspi, [2016/17] 

2. ‘Courtyard constrained by unused architecture, 
lives a game of cricket; a third layer within 

London’, Ronghua Lei, Inter 5 [2015/16]
3. Interventions operate in different 

Opening Hours, neighbourhood 
architecture is enabled by thresholds. 

Kyung Kuk Kang Kang [2016/17]  

Tutors

Manja van de Worp 
Manja van de Worp trained as an architect and structural engineer at the 

Technical University of Eindhoven and Emtech at the AA and has been teaching 

there since. She has worked for Arup in London in the Advanced Geometry Unit, 

and Advanced Technology and Research group and is now the Principal of NOUS 

Engineering London. In addition she teaches at the IAAC in Barcelona and runs 

international workshops dealing with structural geometry. 

Silvana Taher
Silvana Taher is an architect and writer. She currently teaching history and theory 

as well as design at the AA, while continuing to work on her own project ‘Second 

Nature’.  Prior to teaching, she studied Economics and Politics at UCL (BA) and 

Development and Planning (Diploma) at the Bartlett School of Architecture and 

gained her Diploma in Architecture at the AA in 2011. Her writing has appeared 

in the AA Files, Publica, Blueprint and the AR.

Student Work
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01

FRI 29-09

WED 27-09

Intermediate Unit  
Interviews Commence
11:30am

First Meeting of Inter 5  
Collective
Location TBC

TUE 26-09

Intermediate Unit Intros
10:00am

MON 25-09

THU 28-09

FRI 06-10

Group Meeting
Present 9 Images + 
Material Selection

TUE 03-10

S.t.o.p Motion Animation 
Projects Commence
WALK
Discuss material 
collected during walks
Seminar: 
on the Everyday

THU 05-10

WED 04-10

MS/PP Course Commence

HTS/TS Course Commence FRI 13-10

Unit Discussion:
A1.2 Square – Prime 
Meridian Research
First Mapping of 
the Prime Meridian 
presented

TUE 10-10

MON 09-10

THU 12-10

WED 11-10

MS/PP Course Continue

HTS/TS Course Continue

WALK
Unit Presentation
Final Photograph 
A1.1 Square – 2D 
Drawing of Selected 
Photo 
Unit Discussion: 
on The Prime Meridian
S.t.o.p Motion Animation
MAP commences

FRI 20-10

MAP Interchange 
Final Presentation of 
Mappings 
External Guests
Students are to present: 
– Prime Meridian Map 
– WALK material 
– A1.1 and A1.2 research 
sheets

TUE 17-10

MON 16-10

THU 19-10

WED 18-10

MS/PP Course Continue

HTS/TS Course Continue

Small Group Tutorials
Present Mapping 
Iterations

FRI 27-10

TEST
Small Group Tutorials
w/ guests with 
experience in material 
model testing. Required 
material:
– Physical Model, a 1 
metre line
– A1.3 Square – Research 
of the Material selected 
and to be tested 

TUE 24-10

MON 23-10

THU 26-10

WED 25-10

MS/PP Course Continue

HTS/TS Course Continue

S.t.o.p Motion Animation
TEST commences
Unit Discussion
Initial material tests 
and sketches about 
methods to test along 
the line to be discussed

FRI 03-11

TUE 31-10

MON 30-10

OPEN WEEK
DRIVE
Mason Dixon Line
Unit Trip

WED 01-11

THU 02-11

OPEN WEEK
Undergraduate 
Open Jury / Day
DRIVE
Mason Dixon Line
Unit Trip

FRI 10-11

CATALOGUE
Group Tutorials
Discuss Chapter 
Dissection and: 
– 2D plans, sections and 
elevations of the space 
described in the chapter
– A1.5 Square – Catalogue 
of Objects + Actions

TUE 07-11

MON 06-11

THU 09-11

WED 08-11

MS/PP Course Continue

HTS/TS Course Continue

DRIVE material to be 
completed:
– 9 Moving Video Stills
– Line Drawing of Stills
– A1.4 Square – of the 
Mason-Dixon Line Trip 

S.t.o.p Motion Animation
CATALOGUE commences
Seminar: 
on Life A User’s Manual

FRI 17-11

 
Individual Tutorials
Discuss design proposal, 
material and model 
making ideas

TUE 14-11

MON 13-11

THU 16-11

WED 15-11

MS/PP Course Continue

HTS/TS Course Continue

S.t.o.p Motion Animation
BUILD commences
Group Discussion
Students are to present 
on TIME: an analysis of 
an art, filmic or literary 
work that explores time
– A1.6 Square, Art/
Literature/Film 
Research + Drawing
– Declare Constraints 
for the Spatial-Time 
Piece

FRI 24-11

TUE 21-11

THU 23-11

WED 22-11

MS/PP Course Conclude

HTS/TS Course Conclude

FRI 01-12

TUE 28-11

FRI 08-12

All Undergraduate 
Complementary Studies 
Hand-in
1:00pm
S.t.o.p Motion Animation
BRIEF commences
Individual Tutorials

TUE 05-12

MON 04-12

THU 07-12

WED 06-12

Comp Studies Focus

Comp Studies Focus

Term 1 Interchange
All material from the 
S.t.o.p Motion Animation 
exercises: WALK, 
MAP, TEST, DRIVE, 
CATALOGUE, BUILD + 
BRIEF and the A1 series 
are to be presented

FRI 15-12

End of Term 
AA Christmas Party

MON 11-12

THU 14-12

Individual Tutorials
– A1.8 Research on 
the Social Issue Being 
Addressed

 
Hooke Park
Spatial Time-Piece 
Model Building

FRI 19-01

TUE 16-01

MON 15-01

THU 18-01

WED 17-01

MS/PP Course Commence

HTS/TS Course Commence

FRI 26-01

TUE 23-01

MON 22-01

THU 25-01

WED 24-01

MS/PP Course Continue

HTS/TS Course Continue

FRI 02-02

Individual Tutorials
Present project in 
preparation to jury 

TUE 30-01

THU 01-02

HTS/TS Course Continue

Individual Tutorials

FRI 09-02

TUE 06-02

MON 05-02

WED 07-02

OPEN WEEK

OPEN WEEK
Undergraduate 
Open Jury / Day

FRI 16-02

TUE 13-02

THU 15-02

WED 14-02

MS/PP Course Continue

HTS/TS Course Continue

Individual Tutorials

FRI 23-02

Individual Tutorials

TUE 20-02

MON 19-02

THU 22-02

WED 21-02

MS/PP Course Conclude

HTS/TS Course Conclude

GO 
INTERCHANGE
To Present:
– Project Diagram
– Spatial Time Piece
– Current Design 
Drawings, Site 
Plan, 1:100 Building 
Drawings, Time-based 
Darwaings

FRI 09-03

TUE 06-03

MON 05-03

THU 08-03

WED 07-03

Working Day

Working Day

FRI 16-03

Individual Tutorials

THU 15-03

FRI 23-03
Individual Tutorials

End of Term
Note: 3rd Year 
Complementary Studies 
Hand-in is Monday 27 
1pm

TUE 20-03

WED 21-03

Comp Studies Focus

Intermediate Previews 
for 3rd Year (Part 1)

TS Interim Juries
Student’s present their 
TS project to a jury of 
TS tutors

FRI 12-01

Portfolio Workshop
The focus of this 
workshop is on how 
to compile all material 
gathered during 
Observation #1 into a 
coherent process-driven 
portfolio of work
MArch Final Juries
Students are 
encourage to watch 1-2 
presentations

TUE 09-01

S.t.o.p Motion Animation
PROJECT exercise 
INTERCHANGE
Students are to present 
their Project Diagram in 
parallel to the written 
brief to invited guests

MON 08-01

THU 11-01

WED 10-01

MS/PP Course Commence

HTS/TS Course Commence

THU 22-03

2nd Year 
Complimentary Studies 
Hand-in
1pm

MON 19-03

Intermediate Previews 
for 3rd Year (Part 1)

TUE 13-03

Intermediate Previews 
for 2nd Year

MON 12-03

Intermediate Previews 
for 2nd Year

Working Day

3rd Year Mock Table 
presentations

WED 14-03

2nd Year Mock Table 
presentations

3rd Year Tutorials

MON 12-02

S.t.o.p Motion Animation
GO commences

Individual Tutorials
TIME concludes, 
however further 
development of time-
based drawings to 
continue

FRI 02-03

TUE 27-02

MON 26-02  

THU 01-03

WED 28-03

MS/PP Course Conclude

HTS/TS Course Conclude

Individual Tutorials

Individual Tutorials

FRI 04-05

TUE 01-05

Individual Tutorials

MON 30-04

THU 03-05

WED 02-05

FRI 11-05

TUE 08-05

MON 07-05

THU 10-05

WED 09-05 Working Day

FRI 18-05

WED 16-05

TUE 15-05

THU 17-05

Individual Tutorials

FRI 08-06

FRI 15-06

2nd Year Exhibition 
Work

TUE 12-06

FRI 27-04

TUE 24-04

TS3 Final Submission
1pm 

2nd Year Tutorials

MON 23-04

THU 26-04
Individual Tutorials THU 14-06

3rd Year tutorials in 
preparation for RIBA

2nd Year Exhibition 
Work

MON 11-06

Intermediate Final 
Check for 3rd Year 
(Part 1)

TUE 05-06

2nd Year End of Year 
Tables

MON 04-06

2nd Year End of Year 
Tables

3rd Year Mock Table 
presentations 

2nd Year Exhibition 
Work starts

WED 06-06

Individual Tutorials

Final Inter 5 Jury

Intermediate Final 
Check for 3rd Year 
(Part 1)

WED 13-06

2nd Year Exhibition 
Work

THU 07-06

2nd Year Exhibition 
Work

3rd Year Tutorials

2nd Year Exhibition 
Work

MON 14-05

Individual Tutorials
Practice Presentations

Working Day FRI 25-05

TUE 22-05

MON 21-05

THU 24-05

WED 23-05

Individual Tutorials

Individual Tutorials

FRI 01-06

TUE 29-05

MON 28-05

WED 30-05

3rd Year
Individual Tutorials

Individual Tutorials

Working Day

Working Day

Working Day

THU 31-05

2nd Year Mock Table 
presentations 

Working Day

Working Day

Bank Holiday
AA Premises Closed

Start of Term 3

INTERCHANGE
Present new work to 
invited guests

TUE 25-04

3rd Year Tutorials

Working Day

Individual Tutorials

Working Day

Working Day

FRI 22-06

TUE 19-06

THU 21-06

MON 18-06

External Examiners: 
AA Intermediate 
Examination (ARB/
RIBA Part 1)

WED 20-06

Exhibition Work

2nd Year Exhibition 
Work

Exhibition Work

AA Graduation 
Ceremony + Opening of 
End of Year Exhibition

Bank Holiday
AA Premises Closed
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week 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

MON 02-10

Discuss material 
collected during walks
Seminar: 
on the Everyday

OPEN WEEK

Mason Dixon Line
Unit Trip

OPEN WEEK

Mason Dixon Line
Unit Trip

OPEN WEEK

Mason Dixon Line
Unit Trip

MON 27-11

 
Hooke Park
Spatial Time-Piece 
Model Building

WED 29-11

THU 30-11

 
Hooke Park
Spatial Time-Piece 
Model Building

 
Hooke Park
Spatial Time-Piece 
Model Building

 
Hooke Park
Spatial Time-Piece 
Model Building

MON 20-11

 
Small Group Tutorials
Discuss: 
– A1.7 Square – Time 
Piece Precedent 
Research
– Mock-up Studies for 
Spatial Time Piece

 
Individual Tutorials
Discuss final design for 
Spatial Time Piece in 
preparation of Hooke 
Park Workshop

BUILD 
Individual Tutorials
Review the Final Spatial 
Time Piece Model

TUE 12-12

WED 13-12

Working Day

Working Day

Individual Tutorials
– A1.9 Square – 
Framework and Setting 
Out Plan for sequence 

Small Group Tutorials
Focus on plan for 
Hooke Park

Hooke Park
Unit Trip, Optional

Hooke Park
Unit Trip, Optional

MON 29-01

WED 31-01

Hooke Park
Unit Trip, Optional

OPEN WEEK
S.t.o.p Motion Animation
BREATH commences
Paris + Orleans 
Unit Trip

THU 08-02

S.t.o.p Motion Animation
TIME commences
Small Group Tutorials
Layout and three ‘stills 
for the time-based 
drawing to be discussed OPEN WEEK

Paris + Orleans 
Unit Trip

OPEN WEEK
BREATH
Paris + Orleans 
Unit Trip
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